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I can’t believe it’s Autumn already and with it time
for another Newsletter. The summer holidays
have been a bit of a blur for me. Looking after my
two young sons, family holidays abroad and lots
of weekends away have meant that not only have
I not had much of a chance to get out on the bike
but I’ve also missed the last TWO club nights! I’m
looking forward to the new school year so I can
get back on the bike again.
I’ve also been on my first proper long weekend
away, which was to Normandy, and what an
amazing trip it was. I had a great time with lots of
good food and drink and it was a excellent way to
get to know some of the Chapter members better.
It was however a bit wet. In fact the rain seems to
have been following me around all summer.
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I’ve also just been to the UK launch event for the
2017 Touring line and of course the new
Milwaukee Eight engine. I’ve written up a report
of my experience that’s got all the details of the
new engine and the other changes to the Touring
range. You can read it on page 18.
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Anyway, another bumper issue for you this
quarter. I’ve been sent loads of articles including
one on the 25th birthday celebrations, a
SECOND Iron Hog (this time with Josie and Liz)
and loads of other write ups on the various tours
and ride outs that have been on over the last 3
months. I even got sent two reports on the East
Germany trip; one from Robin and one from
Bernice. I’ll have to apologise to Robin next time I
see him, after his mammoth Iron Hog article last
newsletter I thought I’d give Bernice a chance this
time around.
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Director’s Cut
Well, we can’t complain about summer this year!
And wow, what a year we’re having with it! The
25th Anniversary down on the farm was
spectacular. The team that ran it - headed up by
Dell and Howard played a blinder and blew our
Lincoln Chapter guests away. I understand we
have motivated Lincoln to come up with
something special for us next year - can’t wait!
The 175 Hogsback members and guests that
went to SofER had another amazing weekend in
the sun. I have a wonderful memory of Steve &
Des’s BBQ in the Hogsback Compound with so
many of us just eating, drinking, chilling and
enjoying the craic. It was great that Marj Rae, the
H.O.G. UK Manager, was able to come over and
present Iron Hog patches to Liz and Josie - two
plucky ladies who achieved something major
earlier in the year - and before the summer
arrived too (they know what I mean).
The level of commitment, fun and effort that so
many people give to this Chapter never ceases to
fill me with respect. Not just our attendance and
volunteering at events like the 25th and SofER,
but the huge amount of work that goes into the
ride programme as well. On top of their support
for our vast annual programme, virtually the
whole of the Road Crew deployed their not
inconsiderable skills to assure the safety of the
big SofER ride - another very proud moment for
the Chapter.
Incredibly, I have just another 3 months to go as
Director of Hogsback. I’ve been in the saddle for
around 12 years and loved it. Time for a bit of
rest, though! I say that, but H.O.G. has already
grabbed me as an Instructor for their annual
workshops aimed, amongst other things, at
training new Directors and other senior Chapter
Officers. The workshops this year are being run
in Brighton. Next year the rumour is Norway! We
will see…
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Dik
Director

Meanwhile, preparations are in place for a
smooth handover to a Director Designate for
Hogsback who will be announced at Club Night
on 6 Oct. This will be by vote of the whole
membership if there is more than one contender but you’ll have to be there to cast yours! Also on
that night the Secretary’s post will be up for
grabs. Carrol has been in post for as long as I
have and she says she wants a rest too! Before
the end of the year, you will have also decided on
the Assistant Directorships.
These are exciting times! We now have more
than 350 members and the Chapter is in great
shape to move forward with everything it needs to
go on to even better things. We are in rather
better shape that when we re-started the Chapter
12 years ago! All involved in the continuing effort
will have my full support, since I’m not going
anywhere - just re-locating to the back benches.
The big night will be 1 Dec - Club Night Special at the dealership. That’s when the new Director
and other Officers will be patched. And it’s when I
hand over the throttle to the next guy.
Before that, I hope you will join me on the
Director’s Farewell Ride from GH-D on Sat 1 Oct.
The LOH will have their amazing cake stand
there from late morning through lunch. Everyone
there will be captured in a big and historic group
photo around 2pm. We then leave on a circular
ride through the Surrey Hills, arriving back at GHD for a complimentary BBQ and refreshments,
courtesy of the dealership. It will be my last led
ride as Director, but not my last led ride as a
Road Captain - look out for some special rides
from me in 2017 and beyond.
See you all soon - and carry on enjoying the
summer the way you are supposed to - on your
bike!
Dik Gregory Director, Road Captain
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Dell’s Little Bits
It’s the week after SOFER and I’m still trying to
recover from the partying and what happened to
my stamina, looks and hair as a result. It now
takes me days to get over those late nights. What
a great event it was though, on a par with our
marvellous birthday party on the farm. A lot of
effort was put in by the volunteers for SOFER,
building our Chapter’s site and doing the BBQ –
thank you all. We came second in the Chapter
Challenge so only a small step and next year it’s
rightly ours. On the Saturday night everyone was
in no doubt there were more Hogsback members
on site than any other Chapter as we cheered
Robin being presented with the coveted national
Chapter Mileage Challenge award – well done
Wobin, the hard work paid off.
There’s still some weekend away rides left and
even if they are full it’s worth talking to the ride
leader if you want to go as sometimes it’s just the
hotel that’s the limiting factor and if you can find
an alternative one nearby you could be lucky. We
end the weekends away season with the
appropriately named End of Season rally in
Valkenburg Holland with Robin. The rally takes
over most of the town and there’s still plenty of
hotel rooms on www.booking.com.

Dell
Assistant Director

what was then the Surrey Chapter club night in
Bookham and meeting Dik for the first time. It can
be quite daunting that first night when you know
no one in the room and everyone seems so busy
talking to each other, but Dik made me feel
welcome and the Chapter’s been a major part
mine and Wendy’s life ever since. OK, I’m
rambling a bit now, but the point is we have all
been new members in the same position and it
can be daunting so look out for the new guys and
gals and please show them what a welcoming
Chapter we are.
Finally a lot of you will be aware I had a major
engine problem with the CVO at the start of the
summer. It’s all sorted now, thanks to GH-D, and I
just want to lay testament to the outstanding
standard of service Toby and his team provided.
It saved my summer and the bike is better now
than new – thanks guys.
Dell Evans
Assistant Director, Ride Captain and Ride
Coordinator

We are moving downhill through the ride
program towards winter with 56 day rides
completed and only 19 left on the program to
go, so please make the most of it. On 1st
October we have the Directors farewell ride
and event at GH-D which promises to be
special, more details of that will be revealed in
a few weeks time. Then it’s the End of Season
party at the Hogsback Hotel arranged by
Crippo. Be warned it’s limited to 130 and the
last 2 years has been oversubscribed so don’t
leave it too late to buy a ticket from him. We
are also working up some interesting things to
keep you from getting bored in the winter with
more techy days at GH-D and other events.
It was fantastic to see so many relatively new
members on rides and at club night recently as
the Chapter continues to grow. I can still recall
myself being a young, and some will recall
hansom, clean shaven boy nervously attending
Hogsback News Autumn 2016
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Wobin

Robin’s Bit
Here we are almost in Autumn and it seems to
have gone by in a flash, tour of Germany, 25th
Birthday and SofER to name a few of the great
events so far.
It will soon be time to sit down and plan it all
again! But before then we have lots of rides and
weekends away left in the program.
Whilst the weather has not been the best this
summer there have been some big highs and the
riding gods have been kind to us for things like
the 25th and SofER.

Assistant Director
We seem to have had lots of new members this
year and I would urge you sign up to the Chapter
Mileage Challenge, you will have received details
from Charlie and also from HOG, your
contribution really does make a difference.
The trophy that we won last year will appear on
display in GH-D shortly and to everyone who took
part in winning it, A Big Thank You.
In Hill Street Blues parlance, be careful out there!
Robin Seymour
Assistant Director

Wendy’s Charity Bit

Wendy
Charity Officer

We’ve continued to increase our charity
fundraising and since my last update there has
been a few notable events that have contributed.

lady’s dream come true with a ride on his Harley.
She very kindly then donated money to our
charity funds.

Firstly, the birthday bash Wine-bag competition
entry fees (including a certain assistant director
who thought it was funny to stick 2 beer bottles in
a carrier bag until I demanded his fee) and
secondly the SofER BBQ which made a
significant contribution to the fund. In addition
there was also a contribution from the ride out
pub lunch. We are still finalising the amounts so I
will update you more on the next newsletter.

The Golden Key at club night continues to give us
regular charity income and last month it was won
by Lawrence – well done you lucky man.

Later in the newsletter you will see an article by
Dik where he made an elderly

Charity Officer
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Finally, I want to thank everyone who helped out
at SofER and in particular those that joined me
performing registration duties – you all did a
fantastic job.
Wendy Evans xx
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Toby

Toby’s Bit
We are back from the Harley-Davidson annual
dealer show in Boston and we are very excited
about the unveiling of the brand new Milwaukee
eight engine and the all-new touring line up with
even more power. I was lucky to have three days

Dealer Principal
The new engine has been completely redesigned and combines the classic look, sound
and feel of Harley-Davidson Big Twins with
improvements in every aspect of engine
performance. We know you will love it.
The Harley-Davidson® Milwaukee-Eight™
engine delivers more power and an improved
motorcycling experience for riders and
passengers. It offers quicker throttle response,
more passing power, purer sound, better fuel
economy and a smoother ride.
Every Harley-Davidson Touring motorcycle and
Trike in the 2017 line-up will feature the new
engine, in either 1745cc or 1870cc depending on
your choice of model, as well as three new limited
edition CVO motorcycles.

riding the new Milwaukee 8 Street Glide through
New England. It is hard to sum up in words the
way the new engine will make you feel but we are
very confident that once you ride one you will
never look back. You need to come and ride it!
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We are having two events to celebrate the launch
and want to give you the opportunity to feel these
powerful new machines for yourself, because you
can't feel an engine through a spec sheet.
Continued on next page…
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Join us for our VIP reveal evening on Thursday
29th September from 6pm - 9pm. This is your
chance to see the new engine and line up before
anyone else. Everybody is welcome to the VIP
evening. Highlights of the evening will include:
New Models Revealed, Freewheeler UK Debut,
Discover the 2017 Colours, Technician
Presentation, Explore the latest CE approved
MotorClothes, See how personal your ride can be
with the 2017 accessories collection, Light
refreshments

also invite you to put our new touring
motorcycles to the test from 9am-5pm on
Saturday 1st October. Come and feel the
difference in the new touring line up with the allnew Milwaukee Eight engine. New Motorcycle
Highlights include:
• New 107 Cubic Inch Engine
• Upgraded Gearbox
• Upgraded Suspension
• Upgraded Clutch
Pre-booking for this test ride day is essential. Test
rides are subject to availability, age, licence &
insurance restrictions apply. To secure you
appointment now and to be one of the first to try
out the all-new touring range please call James,
Mike, Steve, Lieber or Toby at Guildford HarleyDavidson on: 01483 667926
Toby Sleeman
Dealer Principal

Director’s Farewell Ride
On Saturday 1st October, Dik will lead his last ride as Director on a jaunt through the
Surrey Hills. The ride will begin and end at GH-D. The amazing LoH Cake & Coffee
stall will be there from late morning through lunch and we will do a massed group
photo around 2.00pm before the ride leaves at around 2.30pm. The ride will return later
in the afternoon to a complimentary BBQ and refreshments courtesy of the dealership.
We hope you are able to be there to participate in a significant piece of Chapter history!
And, of course, to fill your boots with cakes and BBQ.
Important! There is nothing to pay, but we need to know numbers to ensure there’s
enough pigs and cakes.
To register your likely attendance (and that of your pillion if you have one!), send an
email to: farewell@hogsbackchapteruk.org

Hogsback News Autumn 2016
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Axel’s Bit

Axel

Axel’s Bit
It’s almost midnight and it’s getting very close to
the submission deadline. After the great first
newsletter Brett produced I can’t miss the second
one.
Some new members may ask who I am, as I
have excelled at being absent in this years BIG
events, the 25th anniversary, our very own SofER
and recent Club Nights. However our members
submitted numerous and very good photos from
all events. SofER in particular was outstanding
with more photos and contributors then ever
before.
Thank you for keeping our photo galleries fresh
and real, with excellent coverage of the events
from the meeting and briefing, the ride and the
destination. These events are what makes other
members want to join and I regret to having
missed so many of them.
A serious note on our Group Page on Facebook:
please post your views and impressions, but do
not upload more then 2-3 photos supporting your
comment. The reason for this is to do with data
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Head Photographer
protection and privacy rights. Hogsback Chapter
is responsible for anything that is uploaded on the
Hogsback page and we need to be able to react
swiftly to any complaints. This is easy for the
admins on our photo galleries, but very difficult on
the Hogsback’s Facebook page, especially once
the contribution is older and difficult to find.
You are of course free to post as many pictures
as you want on your private Facebook page - but
you will have to deal with potential complaints.
This can be critical in events where images of
children are involved.
Best practise is to send me your Chapter event
photos via DropBox - I am happy to tell you how
that works - and they will be uploaded in our
public galleries for everybody to see.
Do I have something positive to comment: Yes, I
am very excited on the Milwaukee Eight…
Axel Thill
Head Photographer, Road Captain
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Carl’s Safety Bit

Carl’s Safety Bit
This Newsletter I have a couple more points on
safer riding for you to consider.
Motorcycle Mirrors
Whilst a few still ride with no mirrors (It’s not
compulsory to have any) it really is advisable to
ensure that any mirrors which are fitted give you
a good rear view. They should be in a position
that enables you to glance either left or right
giving you a clear and open view
looking backwards. I suggest a
minimum of one rear view
observation every 6-7 seconds
which, alongside life savers, will give
you a great sense of what is going on
behind you.

Carl
Safety Officer

Chapter Group Riding
Changing position within your lane is a very
important manoeuvre and if carried out properly
will enhance your riding experience, both as a
single rider and whilst in a large group. Your
approach should be the same in both these
situations as not only are you responsible for your
own safety as an individual but also for those who
are part of any ride-out.

Recent stats show over 30% of
motorcycle accidents involve being
hit from behind, usually at junctions,
so knowing what is behind you and
applying control over those behind
you could reduce your chances of a
rear end stunt!
Your size (think broad shoulders), the
model of motorcycle you ride and
handle bar width may not be ideal
This guy has probably gone overboard
when it comes to being able to see
clearly behind you. Having to bend your arms and
Let’s start with a simple rule of thumb.
shoulders in to enable a good look is not ideal.
EVERY time you change speed, direction or both
Why? For two reasons. Foremost, more time is
you should be making those Mirror and Life
needed which reduces the time looking forward.
Saver checks. WITHOUT FAIL! Do not rely on the
Secondly it will create instability of the bike as a
last mirror check done, even 5 seconds earlier, as
large proportion of your weight is being moved
vehicles can make rapid progress coming up
about. So check a bikes mirrors before buying it
behind you covering large distances in just a few
and, if necessary, change the mirrors (as if we
seconds. What you thought was clear behind you
don’t need a reason to change them!). Even on a
could suddenly be full of fast moving motorcycles,
bike you already own, check them out and decide
cars or emergency vehicles.
if a change is needed. Guildford Harley-Davidson
have an extensive range of mirrors to choose
Continued on next page…
from to ensure you have optimum rear view
vision.
Hogsback News Autumn 2016
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Carl’s Safety Bit

One of the other things I see regularly is the
OVER use of indicators both with single riders
and more so in group riding. The Highway Code
states that the use of indicators whilst on the
public highway needs to be done ‘when it is of
benefit to other road users’. Of course the
argument for ‘better to use than not to’ has a fair
point as long as it’s made correctly, timely
and ,very importantly, terminated promptly.

not impede either the bike behind or other road
users. What constitutes impediment of other road
users I will cover another time.
Much of what I have described here you may
already know, at the very least it may enhance
your thought process, but believe me that there is
more if I was to go deeper. Let’s leave it there for
now.
Finally my word for the year:
‘PROACTIVE’. I have for
many years advised,
suggested and recommended
to “Take opportunities not
chances” when riding but I
would also like you to think
strongly about being
“Proactive” in your riding (and
driving too) when on the
roads. Defensive yes, but that
should be inclusive of being
Proactive as the bigger safety
device you operate in your
‘ride plan’
Summers is still here as I
write this and I’m off to Italy
for most of September.
Till then, safe riding.
Carl Christensen
Safety Officer, Road Captain

Keep those legs in!

In group riding when changing position within
your lane after a Drop Off there is no need to use
your indicator to tell the rider behind that you
intend to change position in your lane. Performing
a simple life saver and mirror check should
indicate to the rider behind that you are about to
make a manoeuvre. Sticking your leg out to
indicate your intention is also not needed. When
making the manoeuvre it should be gradual and
controlled in a way that demonstrates CLEARLY
to those behind what you are doing and should
Hogsback News Autumn 2016
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Ruth

LoH Bit
What a lovely summer season, plenty of great
rides and trips with Hogsback Friends, let’s hope
it will continue for the rest of the season.
Congratulations are in order for two of our Ladies,
Liz Getgood and Josie Evans, for completing
their Iron Hog run. You can read about their
experiences later in the Newsletter.
This year’s LOH Ride at SofER, which famously
kicks off the Rally, was themed Leather and Lace.
The Ladies again rose to the challenge and didn’t
disappoint. We had a show of leather basques
and bustiers as well as lacy waistcoats with whips
and tassels.
Twenty bikes and trikes, some with pillions,
assembled at 3.15 pm. A bit earlier this year so
the judges, Marjorie Rae and Tina Day ( HR
Director), could make their choice of best dressed
bike/trike and rider before they too joined us on
the ride.
Around 4.00pm we were off on a scenic ride
through the undulating Sussex countryside with
views of the stunning South Downs with it’s many
vineyards and lovely villages including the historic
town of Petworth (much to the amusement of the
late county shoppers). We also caught sight of
the ruins of Cowdray House, Midhurst, set in
Cowdray Park which is also the home of the
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LoH Officer
famous Cowdray Park Polo Club, before
returning to Hickstead where we arrived to a
sparkling reception attractively presented by
some of the Hogsback Chapter Ladies.
We were also able to celebrate and enjoy a glass
or two in the sunshine this year!
Delia Cordell of Hogsback Chapter was
presented with the Trophy for the Best Dressed
Trike and Rider and all the Ladies who
participated in the ride and party were given a
Ladies of Harley Goody Bag, thanks to Marjorie,
together with a cleverly designed pin to mark this
year’s ride.
All in all another successful LOH event at this
most popular South of England Rally.
Finally, some dates for the diary:
The Sparkle Tour starts 16th September - I
am leading the ride form Guildford on the Friday
lunchtime (see the itinerary on next page).
October 1st is Dik’s Farewell Ride - The Ladies
will be running and Coffee and Cake stall
for Charity from 10.30 onwards at GH-D, so any
helpers/cake makers let me know.
Ruth Palmer
LoH Officer, Road Captain
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Sparkle Tour
Friday 16th Sept – Sunday 18th Sept

Friday 16th Sept (approx 237 miles today)
9:15am Oxford H-D for breakfast snacks and briefing
Corner House, Wotton, Oxfordshire, OX13 6BS. Tel. 01865 574900
Leave at 10am. Ride approx 1hr / 30 miles to…
11am Reading H-D for for drinks and retail therapy
660 Wokingham Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG6 7HN. Tel. 01189 145475
Leave at 11:30am. Ride approx 1hr / 32 miles to…
12:30am Guildford H-D for drinks and retail therapy
Portsmouth Road, Peasmarsh, Guildford, Surrey, GU3 1NA. Tel. 01483 667926
Leave at 1pm. Ride approx 1hr 15mins / 65 miles to…
2:30pm Southampton H-D for drinks and retail therapy
Heritage House, Second Ave, Southampton SO15 0LP. Tel. 023 8057 1200
Leave at 3:15pm. Ride approx 2hrs 30mins / 110 miles to…
6pm West Bar Harbour for fish and chip supper
Complete journey and arrive at…
8:15pm Exeter Devon Hotel**
EX2 8XU. Tel. 01392 259268.
Saturday 17th Sept (approx 160 miles today)
Leave 9am. Ride approx 50 mins / 40 miles to…
10am Plymouth H-D for LoH hosted charity bake sale
Langage Business Park, Eagle Road, Plympton, Devon, PL7 5JY. Tel. 01752 283253 (40 miles)
Leave at 10:45am. Ride approx 2hrs 15mins / 100 miles with lunch stop en route to.....
4pm Bridgwater H-D for drinks and retail therapy
Wylds Rd, TA6 4DH. Tel. 01278 457652
Leave at 4:30pm. Ride approx 30 mins /20 miles to…
5pm Lautiston Hotel** Weston-Super-Mare
BS23 2AN. Tel. 01934 620758
Sunday 18th Sept (approx 105 miles today)
Leave 9am. Ride through Cheddar Gorge stopping at…
10:15am Chief Trading Post Nurseries for coffee break
Oldham Common near Bristol, BS30 6QY
Leave by 11am towards…
12:30pm The Old Prison for drinks and snacks
Northleach near Cheltenham, GL54 3JH
Leave 1:30pm. Final stretch to…
2:30pm Harley-Davidson’s European Headquarters for ride event
Oxford, OX4 2DQ
Other Useful Info
Organisers:
Elaine Shepherd, National LOH Officer, UK & Ireland – ChapterRepLOH@harley-davidson.com
Jo Green, LOH Officer, Oxford UK Chapter – loh@oxfordukchapter.co.uk
H-D Rental via Lind Tours, contact Axel Thill 07984 277199 or axel@lind.co.uk
**Fri & Sat accommodation: Participants to book independently at same location or nearby hotel of own choice, please
contact Elaine & Jo for more information.

25th Birthday Party
Friday morning began with an erection problem
with much scratching of heads as Dell, Doody
and Steve all tried to get it up (this was of course
the army marquee that Chris had
managed to acquire)
Steve Routh left home really early,
was highly organised and on site
around 8am with Harley’s help
I left the erectors scratching their
balls and went off on the tractor to
collect the 3 trailers kindly loaned
to us by Cowdray estate and West
Sussex Brinsbury Campus.
Medhone Barn and fields were
ideal for this event apart from
finding it and perhaps a few hairy
moments on the gravel getting
there.
17 Lindum Colonia (Lincoln Chapter) members
arrived at around 5pm at GH-D and were met and
welcomed by the guys from the dealership. Dell,
Charlie and co then led them down to their
hostelry the newly refurbished Welldiggers at
Petworth.
Friday night festivities began with a ride out from
GH-D led by Andy Parker and Paul Andrews to
the White Hart, Stopham Bridge, Pulborough.

Howard
Road Marshal

20 or so brave campers jumped on the trailer at
the farm and travelled, via the Diggers to collect
the amused Lindums, to the White Hart. In total
60 people enjoyed a great
evening by the river Arun with
our own resident Wavy Davy
Band who were absolutely on
form. The tractor and charabang
came back to collect the 40 well
oiled Lindums and campers and
I led the sometimes bawdy
community singing on the way
home. We wont mention the
moony outside the Diggers that
Emma is still talking about! We
arrived back on the farm just in
time to sample the T.E.A. and
continue some singing and
banter in the Army tent until the
early hours!
Saturday morning most people were up with the
lark in time for Steve’s Breakfast before riding off
to the Diggers to pick up the Lindums and meet
with Carl, Charlie and co. for our ride to Brighton.
With over 50 bikes it was quite a spectacle. A
good ride over the Dyke and into Brighton where
we parked up on Madeira drive for fish and chips
and a mooch around. Getting out of Madeira
drive was a bit of a problem and some of the
gang followed a rogue Harley the wrong way
home. Eventually we met up
with them at the Diggers but it
meant we were an hour
behind schedule.
Continued on next page…

25th Birthday Party

Around 80 people did the
HOGS on the farm tour getting
educated about modern arable
farming and it’s ups and downs
by Richard and Mark Chandler.
Richard and Mark farm around
3500 acres of crops around
Petworth in an extremely
professional way. We had a
scenic view of Petworth house
from the top of the Sheepdowns
before returning to Medhone for
a fascinating and amusing
insight to Carp rearing by
Simon and Sue who manage
around 50 lakes containing carp
of all ages.
Unfortunately the Harley Games
practice for SOFER had to be shelved due to lack
of time
Saturday Night was the big night with Steve and
Des’s BBQ and they did us proud with around
170 people served very smoothly. We then had
the Ladies of Harley Wine Bag competition and a
tremendous evenings entertainment from the
Hickory Stick Boys all the way up from the Forest
of Dean. What a group, they had us all jiving.
Unfortunately the Hogsback T.E.A. ran out before
the end of the evening but plenty of lager was still
available.

The fireworks from AURORA were great and
rounded of the evening nicely, even if the
neighbours heifers and dogs were not too
impressed.
After the wimps went home the brave campers
carried on with Wavy Davy trying to play ABBA
tunes for Karen and Katy who by this time
realised that iPhones and toilets do not mix! The
hardened bunch of crooners and alcoholics
eventually gave up at around 2.30am when I
pulled the plug on the lights. I too retired for the
night only to find a flaccid air bed between me
and the barn floor!
The next morning our team of helpers
did an amazing job of clearing up the
barn and the army tent, which came
down a lot quicker than it went up,
while I enjoyed holding up the Sunday
morning traffic taking the trailers back!
Thanks to everyone who came and
entered into the celebrations
Howard Pullen
Road Marshal
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Bath Ride

Catherine

Bath Ride
There were just 14 of us on eight bikes and two
trikes. Our journey down followed a country route
stopping for lunch at The Bear in Devises. This
was the pub where Sir Thomas Lawrence began
drawing in the 1770s as a child prodigy, his father
was the innkeeper. He became one of most
notable portrait painters and president of the
Royal Academy. Needless to say the inn was vey
old and interesting, but it also made excellent
sandwiches.
In Bath Ruth, who had studied at the university,
had arranged for us to stay on the university
campus in student accommodation. We hastened
to the student bar where the group immediately
gelled over student priced alcohol. One of the
sofas was fashioned out of a cutaway claw footed
bath and was surprisingly comfortable.
We all ate together on Friday in the nearby local
pub where we enjoyed the evening sunshine and
views over to the hills beyond. The walk home
included an incident with a traffic cone, what is a
good night out without
one when you are a
student!

Road Captain
I persuaded Steve to come with me to the
Fashion Museum which is housed in the famous
Assembly Rooms and featured in many Jane
Austin novels. There we managed to join a
balcony tour and were able to examine the
beautiful reception rooms, set out for a wedding
later in the afternoon, from the level of the
priceless chandeliers. The costume museum is in
the basement has a wonderful historical
collection of men's and women's wear from
Georgian times with a very well informed
volunteer guide.
We had coffee sitting in the sun before walking to
the circus and the Royal Crescent appreciating
the impressive symmetry of the architecture,
sometimes meeting up briefly with some of our
party who were sampling the Bath Buns.
Continued on next page…

Saturday morning, after
wandering down to the
refectory for
breakfasting outside, we
caught the bus from the
campus into Bath for the
day (some of us with
bus passes!)
We all did our own thing
in the city. Some visited
the Roman Baths, some
visited museums, some
met friends for lunch
and some went
shopping.
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We did have to queue for the Thermal Spa, as
tickets can't be booked in advance, but for the
eight of us who did it was certainly worth it.
Relaxing, floating about in the warm natural
mineral waters, chatting for an hour or so in the
open air and enjoying the late afternoon sun on a
level with the pediments and rooftops of Bath.
The noodle floats proved entertaining and it was
surprising how many ways we found to use them.
(Sorry no pictures but cameras and phones are
banned in the baths, which was probably just as
well)
We visited other levels of the spa for aromatic
steam rooms (lotus flower, eucalyptus, ginger and
mint) and peeped into the lovely looking
treatment suite, the indoor thermal pools and
rooftop relaxation area.
Feeling refreshed and rejuvenated it was then
back to the campus for another open air supper
in the local pub before walking the mile back to
our rooms on campus which included crossing
the road Beatles style.
On Sunday we had a leisurely ride back via the
American Museum in Britain at Claverton Manor
just a few miles from Bath. They were happy for
us to park our Harleys opposite the entrance
doors to be admired.

The museum is full of American history and
culture with rooms set up from plantation
splendour to shaker simplicity. There was
something for everyone with some intricate quilts
on display, folk art of the early settlers and
tableaux of plantation life. There was also Civil
War and the Gilded Age memorabilia as well as
artefacts of the original indigenous peoples.
Outside there was an amazing garden, partly
based on George Washington’s, set in 125 acres.
The cafe even makes it’s own American style
cookies and pies and there is a little plant shop
selling "tussie mussies" and typical American
herbs. I bought an angelica plant and some
purple sage. Some stayed for
lunch there but we made a move
as the rain began.
A fascinating, varied and relaxing
trip with excellent company. We
were also extremely clean!
Thank you Ruth and Steve for all
the organisation. You made it look
easy which shows how well
prepared you were.
Catherine Cork
Road Captain
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Poole Night
On a sunny Tuesday morning on the 5th of July
14 of us left the dealership for our visit to Poole
and it’s famous Bike Night. En-route, having
ridden through the lovely Sussex and Hampshire
countryside, we stopped for lunch at Sammy
Miller’s museum. A great pit stop and an

LoH Officer
the latest Broadchurch Episode!
After tea and a slice of Dorset apple cake we
explored more of this spectacular coastline and
then took the chainlink ferry back to Sandbanks.
Riding past all the millionaires homes, it was
almost like Hollywood, spotting one or
two Bentley Continentals along the way!
After a grand day out it was good to
sample real fish and chips with friends
whilst watching the sun set over Poole
Harbour
Thursday morning some of us were able
to have a 2 hour tour of the RNLI
Training College, including a spell in the
survival simulator.

opportunity for some of us to visit his museum
which houses one of the finest collections of fully
restored motorcycles, including the fabulous
Norton Collection, all of which are in running
order. Sammy Miller is a motorcycling legend, he
is 11 times British Champion and still winning
competitions 50 years after his first victory.
From Sammy’s it was a pleasant ride through
Dorset to our accommodation at the RNLI
College on the edge of Poole Harbour
overlooking the scissor
bridge.

I went round the shops in old Poole
Town, famous for it’s cockle trail and
smugglers, and found a few old 45s for
Steve and Catherine’s record collection.
Then it was time to saddle up with the rest of the
group and head for home.
A great trip and a big thanks to Steve and
Catherine for all the planning.
Ruth Palmer
LoH Officer, Road Captain

After a freshen up we were off
to see the array of bikes that
park up along the quay side.
A great sight, particularly with
many Sunseeker yachts in
the harbour behind us, we
could have been in Monaco!
Wednesday we woke to a
bright start and Steve led us
along the Jurassic coastline
to West Bay for lunch, parking
on the promenade where the
holiday makers thought that
we were part of the filming for
Hogsback News Autumn 2016
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Milwaukee Eight
To Bike or Not To Bike.
That was the question on the morning I was due
to go up to Stratford-Upon-Avon where I was
attending the UK launch event of the new
Milwaukee Eight powered 2017 Touring range.
Although it wasn’t raining when I leaving home
the weather forecast was dreadful with heavy
rain expected for most of the morning. I
chickened out and chose the car.

Brett
Editor

cooled 114 version which will be reserved for the
CVO line of Touring bikes.
The new engines are quite different from the
older 103 and 110 Twin Cam ones. Apart from the
cooling aspect there are now 2 valves and 2
spark plugs per head, a single cam shaft and the
engine is now balanced. The new engines are
more efficient, more powerful, give better low end
torque and, as they are now cooled, you no
longer get hot legs when sitting in traffic.
Even though there are now 4 valves they have a
much lighter combined weight than the 2 in the
Twin Cam engine which results in a quicker
throttle response and also less mechanical noise.
The balancer is rated at reducing 75% of the
pistons momentum (compared to the 103B Twin
Cam engines 65%) and means the engine is
much less vibe-y.

As it turned out it was the right decision as my
next two hours were spent travelling down the
M25 and M40 in truly awful conditions. The rain
and spray were so bad people were turning their
fog lamps on.

The other major change to the Touring line is a
complete overhaul of the suspension system. The
new emulsion technology read shocks give 30%
more pre-load adjustment which is adjustable,
without tools, using a single knob accessible by
taking off the panniers. The front suspension now
uses Showa Duel Bending Valve technology
which offer much improved damping and shock
absorption.
Continued on next page…

Arriving at the hotel where the event was being
held there was time for a quick complementary
bacon sarny and coffee before an hour and a
half presentation centred around HarleyDavidson’s brand new engine, the Milwaukee
Eight.
Harley-Davidson’s 9th big twin engine, the
Milwaukee Eight, is a completely new engine
and, for this year at least, is exclusive to the
Touring range of bikes. The new engine comes
in two capacities, an oil cooled 107 which will be
standard on all Touring models and a water
Hogsback News Autumn 2016
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After the briefing we went out on 40 mile trip
around the countryside during which I got to try
out the new Road Glide, Street Glide and Road
King.
The first thing I noticed was the new suspension.
Even the trip down the hotels driveway with it’s
speed bumps highlighted how capable the new
shocks were and on the road they just as
impressive. I can’t personally vouch for how
much better the suspension is, as I’m used to
riding a Softail, but one of the other members on
the ride had ridden the same roads on his 2015
Touring to get to the event and he said the ride
quality was much better on the new models.
Unfortunately the continuing rain meant the road
conditions were atrocious and my attempts to
check out the new torque and power delivery
merely resulted in spinning the wheels up, even
in 3rd and 4th!
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Towards the end of the ride the weather cleared
up a bit and although the roads were still a bit
slippy I could relax and enjoy the new bikes. The
engines are definitely smoother with a slightly
deeper note than normal, though they all had
standard mufflers on and were therefore a bit on
the quiet side.
It was all over too quickly and after a spot of
lunch and a chat at the hotel it was time to head
home. Two more hours of rain, bad visibility and a
VERY VERY near miss with a rogue truck tyre
bouncing down the outside lane of the M40 got
me back home for a well deserved beer and a sit
down.
Brett Speed
Editor (and lucky to be alive, I wasn’t kidding
about that truck tyre)
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Irish Coffee
Waking up at silly o’clock we made our way, in
the wet, to the Reading Services where we
acquainted ourselves with each other. As we
were riding past the Swansea Dealership we
stopped and had a quick look round. During a
great ferry crossing the sun came out to greet us
which was the start of an amazing week.
It was a short ride from the ferry terminal to the
hotel in Ferry Craig where there was a very
welcome spa. We woke up to the first taste of
magnificent scenery as we made our way along
unhurried roads until 2 dogs ran out from a local
farm to warn off Jules and Andy! That night we
stopped at a stunning hotel which was an old
converted mill in it’s own little square in Blarney.
Making our way by foot to the castle we managed
to climb all the steps till we arrived at the Blarney
Stone itself. Jules and Andy managed to
manoeuvre themselves and hung over the ledge
to kiss the stone, not that they needed it.
Then it was back to the square where we had a
great meal before going out to join the locals at
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Irene + Jules
the pub, very
lively.
Next day we
passed through
Skibbereen,
Cork then
through Caha
Pass for yet
another wow
moment with
the views. We
stopped at
Molly Gallivan’s
which started
as an old
cottage where a
widowed Molly
and her 7
children were
struggling to survive, until she discovered the art
of making Potcheen (local whiskey).
Continued on next page…
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The next part
of our journey
took us
through
Killarney
(popped in to
check out Bike
Fest
Weekend)
then onto the
Ring of Kerry
where we had
to stop to take
in it’s beauty.
We stopped
for lunch, then
continued on
for a sunny
ride along the
Great Atlantic
Way, amazing, bringing us back into the busy
town of Limerick for the night.
Day 5 saw us riding north along the coastal road
to the Cliffs of Moher where the puffins were
nesting along the cliffs. Further up past Galway
was a part of the journey that a few of us in
particular were looking forward to, a visit to the
village of Cong. The village is famous for the
classic film The Quiet Man with John Wayne and
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seemed quite unspoilt and sleepy. The museum
had great artefacts in it too and Chris and Andy
posed in front of the original pub.
We stopped for the day at the Abbey Court Hotel
in Nenagh, Tipperary where the bikes got a lot of
attention. The staff even came out to get their
pictures taken with them. On to Kilkenny the next
day, a busy town where we watched a great Irish
group set up and sing Old Colonial Boy (as sung
in the Quiet Man).
Across to Carlow and down the east coast we
made our way to our last stop back at Ferry Craig
where we sat out overlooking the bay in
sunshine, having our special, last meal. At the
ferry early next morning we saw Marjorie Rae
(consumer Experience manager UK & Ireland)
who was also making her way back with us
through the fog.
Memories of Ireland; generally beautiful quiet
sweeping roads, fabulous countryside, friendly
people and dogs don’t like Harleys!
A huge thanks to Carl and Flo for all the research
and hard work they put into this and for making it
such a memorable trip for us all.
Irene Pollard & Jules Williams
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Iron Hog 2
2 screens or not 2 screens!
Although before embarking on this marathon
event I was convinced that was going to turn into
2 scream or not to screeeeeeeeeam! I sooooooo
did!
Quite simply, a light hearted conversation
between Liz Getgood and myself at the
Hogsback end of season party turned into a
discussion and then planning to do the Iron hog
on our sportsters around the longest day in June.

Josie
Thankfully a slight break in the down pour lead to
me arriving early at GH-D ready to meet Liz. I
was greeted by Toby sweeping up and offers of a
tea and pastry where very welcome. Liz’s arrival
was fraught with floods on route so our start time
was a little delayed to 8.30am.
The weather has been awful but we started the
ride and ventured off to dealership 1, Reading HD, in the dry!
I recall a conversation with Elaine (previous and

Having contemplated
running a marathon
this year, and
successfully lacking to
plan it, get fit for it or
even apply, the idea of
this Harley challenge to
ride around the country
seemed more
appealing. How hard
could it be? Others
have done it, so can
we!
So here we go.
When deciding on
which dealerships to
visit and which to avoid we decided London was
out and we should aim for 11 to give us more
time to get back to Guildford on the Saturday. An
off line chat with Elaine Shepherd then lead to Liz
and I deciding to plan to do them all, but with a
backup plan of seeing how we felt as we went
along!
Day 1, 23 June 2016, started with being up early
and off to vote on the EU referendum. Typical
that it’s on the same day we chose to do the Iron
hog! It was absolutely lashing it down following a
horrific storm the night before – not the weather
one had ordered. The roads were soaked!
Hogsback News Autumn 2016

first all ladies Iron Hogger team July 2015) about
the horrific storm the girls had to ride through last
year and the impact this had on timing – she did
say we would get delays and to be prepared for
it. The idea of arriving at 1am to only get 4.5
hours sleep did not appeal to me I have to say.
Like all Iron Hog challenges long days are to be
expected and our schedule has us riding 14.5
hours day 1 and 15 hours day two; so it was belt
and braces and my thoughts drifted to wishing I
had trained a lot more before this event.
Continued on next page…
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Day 1 and we hit all the
dealerships on our list
Guildford, Reading, Oxford,
Southampton, Plymouth, Riders
Bridgewater, Riders Bristol,
Swansea and heading to our first
overnight stop in Chester. We
landed at 3am due to road
closures leaving Wales which
diverted us to unlighted country
lanes! Ahh, time added was over
2 hours hence the late finish
Day 2, Friday 24 June 2016, we needed some
sleep so landing at 3.30am meant a start of 8.30
to 9.00am, later than planned but a necessity!

under cover, have a break, dry off a little, let the
weather pass and get some hot food into us. We
just managed to get into the little Chef before
they stopped taking orders – hoorah!

After a morning chat of “Oh my god, how
knackered are you and what do you feel like
doing! Can we still do this?”. DECISION: We
have got this far so we will continue. Although a
streamlined approach to day 2 was required!

Another moment to “reassess” how we were
doing and what the next steps were and we
decided to continue to head south and get as far
as we could.

We headed to Chester dealership, then straight
up to Glasgow where lovely Fiona gave us
lanyards and bands and took our picture.
Jumping back on the bikes and across to
Edinburgh where we hit the most absolutely
horrid traffic and streaming rain. Filtering in the
wet. Ahhhh what a nightmare! Got to Edinburgh
before they closed and had just enough time to
buy a dealership pin. My only purchase on the
trip!

The long day before and the lack of sleep finally
caught up with me and I felt myself starting to
struggle to keep my eyes open. It was 1am so we
pulled over for a break, found a travel lodge and
moved our reservations.
We knew we would have to be up early and head
straight to Maidstone.
Continued on next page…

Back on the bikes and it was now
around 5pm so it was time to head
south to our next overnight
accommodation some 300 miles
away!
We encountered more road issues
and rode straight into the storm of
storms (the normal rain we left in
Scotland). When we headed south,
oh my, it felt like someone was
chucking buckets of water over us.
We had to stop at 8.45pm to get
Hogsback News Autumn 2016
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Up and out by 7.15 am, a quick fuel stop, nearly
headed the wrong way, an interesting manoeuvre

on a slip road and we were back on track headed
south bound on the A1. We kept going until we
needed petrol, a quick break to refuel and off we
went again until we got to Maidstone. Thankfully
the weather on Saturday morning was dry and a
we had a bit of sunshine.
Arriving at Maidstone I jumped off the bike and hifived Liz. We had made it. The usual photos, loo
break, a quick chat to the merchandise team and
then we headed back to Guildford. The plan for
Saturday was to keep in simple.
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Feeling like it was going to be a hot and sunny
ride, off came the waterproofs only to be hit by a
shower on the M25. So another quick
break to refuel, put waterproofs back
on and we headed to Guildford
Harley-Davidson. We had enough
time but wanted to ensure there was
plenty of contingency, just in case.
Too much had happened already to
delay us and we didn’t want to be
beaten on the last leg.
We headed straight to GH-D and we
arrived around 1.30 pm to a bottle of
bubbly courtesy of Toby Sleeman (a
huge thank you for that) and a few of
our Hogsback colleagues. Phew, what a relief!
We arrived in the dry but the heavens then
opened up again!
Our Iron Hog summary: Exhilarating, road
closures, wet and wild!
Do it if you dare! ☺
Josie Evans
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Tour of Germany

Bernice

(Riding round Germany eating cake & ice cream)
On Saturday 16th July 2016, 11 bikes, 1 trike and
18 people met very early in the morning at The
Channel Tunnel to begin 8 glorious days touring
North Eastern Germany. Some members had met
before and some had not but as the week
evolved great friendships and experiences were
made and shared.

we enjoyed a lovely buffet which of course
included Schnitzel.
After a lovely continental breakfast we were
ready to leave by 9:30am and we headed off for
Fallingbostel, stopping off to admire the
monument to Herman the German.
Day two began what was to become the
customary daily cake and or ice cream. The hotel
was lovely with great views and the evening meal
was superb with very generous portions.

After overcoming a slight problem of 1 bike and
the trike not making the same train as the rest of
the group we all caught up at Calais and the
adventure began.
Day one was mainly motorway riding through the
heart of Industrial Germany. This was one of the
longest days of riding meant to eat up the miles
and arrive at our first night stop in good time.

Day three and after we had breakfasted we set
off to visit a place that we had all heard of but
hadn’t realised how poignant and emotional it
would be. Belsen concentration camp opened it’s
doors to reveal the atrocities and terrible torture
that happened there during the 2nd world war.
The first thing that hits you is how peaceful it is.
The grounds are well maintained but as you walk
around you begin to realise how many
thousands, mainly Russian Jews, lost their lives
here. The museum inside was a real testament to
all those innocent people so very few of which
survived.
Continued on next page…

One of the many stops we had during the day
was at Ghent Harley-Davidson where we were all
made very welcome. We had the opportunity to
sample a delicious Croque Monsieur and refresh
ourselves with cold drinks as it was very warm.
As we continued our journey we found the roads
incredibly clear as trucks and lorries are not
allowed on the highways at weekends from
midday on Saturday until 9pm on Sunday. It was
quite fascinating as we passed the services
seeing all the lorries parked up. We arrived at our
hotel in Dorsten which was very comfortable and
Hogsback News Autumn 2016
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From here we set off again stopping in a lovely
town for what was meant to be lunch, but most
plumped for a huge ice cream. Across the road
from the café was a heron tending it’s chick on
one of the tall chimneys, not something you
usually see in the UK.
We had a very pretty ride through the Harz
mountains finally arriving at our hotel which had a
real alpine feel about it.

pretty bad as we had to wait for ages, but the
food was good when it eventually arrived.
Day five was a day off from riding and an
opportunity to explore the city of Dresden. Ron
had investigated about the tram service into the
town, so we all bought our tickets and set off.
During the second world war Dresden was very
badly bombed and a large number of the
buildings were destroyed. Today it is very
different, with beautiful buildings,
museums, shops, bars, cafes and
of course the famous pottery.
Some of us did the bus tour
which takes you all around the
city and you get to see so much.
Others opted for the museums,
but we all met up in the afternoon
for the obligatory ice cream or
cake. Then it was back to the
hotel for another bbq and
fortunately much better service.
Day six we set off from Dresden
and our first stop was to a
dealership for more shopping and
a nice coffee. As we left it started
to rain so we stopped to put on
our wet gear and continued
through the countryside in the
rain.

Day four and halfway through our tour we headed
for Dresden, with the customary cake and
shopping stops. As we continued through the
beautiful scenery, we had a slight hiccup of losing
our leader and a few others but we eventually
make it to Colditz Castle. The castle sits high and
proud overlooking the town and is a very
impressive building with gravel courtyards. The
museum tells the stories of the POWs that were
imprisoned there during the second world war.
We all arrived together at the hotel that was to be
our home for the next 2 nights. The hotel was
undergoing some renovations so were only able
to offer us a BBQ for dinner. The service was
Hogsback News Autumn 2016

We found a lovely little café come
deli for lunch and just had to sample the delicious
bread and cakes. We decided that as the weather
had not improved we would just head straight to
the hotel to get dry. The hotel were unable to
provide dinner for us but recommended a
restaurant a short walk away. We were welcomed
and served by a lady who spoilt us with the most
exceptional service and all on her own. The food
again was excellent and yet another very
enjoyable evening with a nice walk back to the
hotel.
Continued on next page…
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Day seven and the weather was much better for
a beautiful ride through the Taunus area to a
place called Point Alpha. This was a very
interesting place that has the remains of the inner
border between East and West Germany. The
observation posts and the wire fencing is still
there as are some of the American military
vehicles. The museum inside was excellent and
very informative about the American involvement

We stopped at Koblenz dealership which has a
fabulous selection of clothing, just ask Charlie
and Sheila!
As we arrived at todays hotel early some of us
decided to meet up and have a look around the
lovely town of Cochem. The hotel was set right
on the River Mosel with beautiful views so we set
off in the rain and walked over the bridge in
search of a café for coffee and cake.
Once it had stopped raining we had a
walk around the shops and the beautiful
town before returning to the hotel for a
rest before dinner. Our last meal in the
hotel was very nice with the stunning
views across the river.
And so the journey home. Another day of
mainly motorway riding, once we had left
the scenic rides along the river and the
countryside.

in not just the second world war, but also
Vietnam, the Korean war and the Cuban missile
crisis. We got a little behind schedule as the
group somehow got divided as we were heading
for the Frankfurt dealership. Eventually we all met
up for a welcome cold drink as it was another
really hot day.

So many highlights! From the food and
the German wine, the cakes, the
scenery, the shopping, the culture and
most importantly the company.
Thanks to Robin and Beverly as without you it
wouldn’t have happened.
The whole trip was filled with fun, laughter, and
great memories.
Bernice Gordon

Upon arriving at the hotel there was time
for a quick shower and change before
going out for dinner to a lovely restaurant
a few minutes walk away. The town of
Neu-Anspach is set upon the river Rhine
and after dinner we all walked down to the
river and found a place to have an ice
cream.
Day eight and a day of stunning scenery.
Starting off with glorious weather the ride
took us right along the banks of the River
Rhine with a castle to be seen around
every corner.
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Rod and Mary

We are new members to Hogsback Chapter
this year and have just returned from our
first European trip to East Germany with
Robin. We had only recently taken delivery
of our long-overdue triked Ultra (that is
another long and painful story) and so this
was our first big trip with the trike. In view of
our experiences on this trip we think that our
feedback could be useful for Road Captains
and Crew organising future trips abroad, as
well as for trikers considering such trips.
As is quite usual the trike would always be
at the back (i.e. not involved in drop-offs)
and on this trip we were behind the back
markers Road Crew. It is acknowledged that
for some curious reason the tail of a ride
generally runs faster than the lead. The trike is
heavy (450kg unladen weight without top box,
panniers and petrol), sluggish and does not have
the acceleration and manoeuvrability of a similar
un-triked Ultra. We found that we were always
‘playing catch-up’ with the back markers to avoid
causing the group to be delayed by the trike. This
was so whether on motorways, of which there
seemed to be lots, or on A and B roads. On the
scenic A and B roads I frequently wished that I
was on my Softail. I would have so enjoyed the

twisties so much more! A trike is a heavy beastie
to turn around switchbacks on hills, even though
we have had ‘EZ Steer’ fitted to increase the rake
angle.
Several times on motorways we found ourselves
in awkward positions at exits or Ausfahrts. These
were usually when the Ausfahrt had a short exit
lane with a sharp right turn (sometimes with traffic
lights about 100yds around the corner). We found
that at such times the line of bikes took up nearly
all the length of the exit and slowed to a near stop
as they took the right-hander. As the last off
we sometimes had insufficient exit lane in
which to pull off completely. This was very
unnerving when being followed by
thundering German lorries, hoping that
one of these doesn’t also want to take the
same exit. Whereas in this position a bike
could get out of harm’s way by pulling
forward to two-abreast, this option is not
available to a trike. You could say that we
should have held back behind the lorries
but urban exits were not known/shown
much in advance and the last thing we
wanted to do was to lose sight of the rear
markers.
Continued on next page…
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Note that we have been on rides with Thames
Valley Chapter (of which we are also members)
and have found that their gentler pace poses no
problems for a trike, wherever the Leader decides
to place the trikes. But of course ride outs are
generally over much shorter distances and at a
more relaxed pace.
Another problem for trikes is in traffic jams when
bikers would naturally filter. Early on, during a
particularly long traffic jam on the first morning
out of Calais, I suggested to Robin that the bikes
should filter and that we would try and follow if we
could. Otherwise we would see them at the next
designated stop (dealership or hotel). Fortunately,
with our excellent Road Crew of Charlie and Jez
carving a wider gap than usual, the trike was able
to filter as well as the bikes. Although Mary says
that she had to sometimes close her eyes! This
pragmatic approach of ‘don’t let the trike hold
back the bikes from filtering in traffic jams’ was
successfully adopted for the remainder of the trip.
So, what conclusions or recommendations can
we draw from our experience?
We should have done a long weekend trip by
ourselves, to tune our luggage packing and
strapping. We always seemed to be ready later
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than everybody else – until we started taking
breakfast earlier or quicker than the others!
Days of high mileage are a definite no-no for us
so we don’t think that we will be going on any of
Iron-Men Robin or Axel’s future trips! Looking at
Brett Tours itineraries, I see that it is indeed
possible to go to the Harz Mountains or to the
Moselle Valley, without having a long 300 miles
on first and last days. Robin’s comprehensive
tour notes did give daily mileages but we hadn’t
realised the toll that it would take on us.
In view of the sluggishness of the trike I will
investigate what tuning can be done to improve
performance but this may be limited by the rear
sub-frame in terms of what exhaust modifications
are possible.
We rather like the approach described in Brett
Tours that allows any bike to travel independently
between stops. Such an approach would have
allowed us to travel at our own pace between
hotels, appreciate the scenic routes and yet enjoy
the excellent Hogsback company that we found in
the evenings. That, for us, would have been the
best of both worlds – and which made our day-off
ride with Jon so enjoyable.
Rod and Mary
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Extra Bits
King Cnut Ride Out
19 bikes and one trike joined for a leisurely ride in pleasant weather through Petworth and Midhurst then
down to Bosham near Chichester. At the waterfront some ate lunch at the cafe and some at the pub but
none of us succeeded in turning the tide. Two hours later the water flooded the road almost to the cafe
steps and we were pleased that our Harleys were safely in the car park away from the quayside.
A visit to the 11th century church, with the crusaders crosses still showing on the stone door jamb, brought
us to the small tomb of King Cnut's daughter and a facsimile of a section of the Bayeux Tapestry that
shows Harold entering there on his way to Normandy in 1064.
The ride back to the dealership took us through the West Sussex countryside and we then connected with
the A3 for a swift ride home.
Catherine Cork

Dream Ride
At the start of the summer, a slightly built, elderly lady ventured onto Guildford Harley-Davidson’s large
forecourt and tugged on the sleeve of Hogsback Road Marshal, Trevor Rawlings.
“Excuse me”, she said, “I’ve been plucking up the courage to come in here for two years now. I live
nearby and I think these Harley-Davidsons are wonderful. I’ve never been on a motorbike before, but I
would really like to see what it’s like before it’s too late. Can you help me?”.
Trevor got together with Chapter Director Dik Gregory, Safety Officer Carl Christensen, and Road
Captain Gary Morss. Within a few weeks the opportunity came along and Hogsback were able to make
an old lady’s dream come true.
Escorted by the others, Phyllis rode on the back of Dik’s bike for an hour’s ride through leafy Surrey
lanes. After the ride, Dik said “She’s a natural. You’d never believe this was her first time on a bike. We
were chatting on the intercom the whole way and she loved every minute - even the overtakes!”.
Phyllis confessed that she had been close to tears of joy several times. “It’s the second best thing I’ve
ever done after marrying my late husband!”,
she said. “My daughters were a bit nervous,
but not me!”.
Following the ride, Phyllis came into the store
again to receive some mementos from Toby
Sleeman and Katie Francis of the Dealership,
and an honorary LOH patch from the Chapter.
She also presented the Chapter with a
donation for the Chapter Charity account, She
was clearly overcome again at the memory of
the experience. But then at 87 years old, she’s
allowed!

Amberly Museum Ride
Just back from the Amberley museum ride, oops forgot to
count the bikes, so we'll just say that Andy led over 20
bikes from Rykas and after a short unexpected pit stop
we arrived at the museum near Arundel.
We parked our bikes in display formation outside the fire
station exhibit. Fivers were collected as a reduced
entrance fee and we had 3 hours too mooch about. A few
members had thought they might leave early but found
enough at this little gem of a museum that almost
everybody stayed to the end. Maybe it was the exhibits, or the open top bus ride in the fantastic sunshine or
the steam train trip along the perimeter of this old quarry. Probably the great company of the Hogsback
Chapter.
It was a fabulous trip out, thanks Andy and crew.
On a small side note this was the first Chapter ride where I did more miles to get to the start point than I did
on the ride out and journey home combined.
Heather!

Southern Comfort
A bright sunny morning greeted 12 bikes at Burger King early Sunday morning for the 80 mile ride
down through Surrey and Sussex to the south coast. It was good to welcome some new faces and new
bikes and to have the excuse to explain about drop offs and staggered riding. One newcomer had
recently seen the light and was on his first ride out with us after changing from a Yamaha to a new
Harley!
The route down took us through a selection of pleasant winding bends on A and B roads before arriving
at Birlings Gap for a well earned pit stop. We had coffee/ice creams overlooking the Seven Sisters,
before heading along the coast passing Beach Head and into Eastbourne for a lunch stop at the
Redout Fortress - built to keep the French out in those days! We were also treated to a display by two
of the international female tennis players (looked like Andrea Petkovic and her friend) currently at the
tournament in Eastbourne.
After a photo opportunity at Beachy Head
(thanks to Elise and her two Japanese
assistants) it was a progressive 80 mile ride
back towards Guildford to waiting families
and Father's Day barbecues.
Thanks for some great photos from Elise
and to Catherine and Charlie for some
excellent road crewing at the back.
Steve Cork
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Silly Bits
A conversation about wheelies (and whether they are in fact possible on a Harley) one club night
prompted me to have a quick search of the internet for any crazy Harley stunts. The results were quite
surprising!

These first guys are wheelie-ing
Tourings! Yes Tourings! It looks like
they need to stand up on the back
seats to do it but they manage it alright.
Check them out https://youtu.be/
pqmPsbZZVTM

Then there’s this guy on a sportster. Not only is
he riding along on one wheel but, by the look of
the suitcase he’s dragging behind him, he
appears to be going on holiday too. I guess there
aren’t many luggage options for sportsters
https://www.facebook.com/BikeLifeee/videos/
644535252388716/

Finally there’s this. Not wheelies this time. Oh no,
that’s far too mundane. How about JUMPING a
Dyna. He even gives it a mid air heel click!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h_QAa8TIfpM&feature=youtu.be
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Upcoming Events
September
Sunday 11th - Little Puffers ride
Friday 16th - Sparkle ride
Fri 16th - Sun 18th : Opale Shore (Henning Roesch)
Saturday 17th - Monkey World ride
Sunday 18th - Black Rabbit ride
Fri 23rd - Sun 25th : End of Season Rally Valkenburg (Robin Seymour)
Saturday 24th - New Members ride
Sunday 25th - Winchester Market ride

October
Saturday 1st - Director’s Farewell Ride
Sunday 2nd - Goodwood Breakfast Club ride
Thursday 6th - Club Night
Sunday 9th - Ace Cafe Breakfast ride
Sunday 16th - Scrabble ride
Sunday 23rd - October Surprise ride
Sunday 30th - Spooky ride

November
Thursday 3rd - Club Night
Sunday 6th - Toast the Coast ride
Sunday 13th - Remembrance ride
Sunday 13th - Ride of Respect
Sunday 20th - Nutcracker Breakfast ride
Saturday 26th - End of Season Party

December
Thursday 1st - Club Night Special
Saturday 3rd - Arundel by Candlight ride
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